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1
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER CONTENTS
• Swarm leadership means listening ﬁrst.
• Swarms practice competitive collaboration, not
collaborative competition.
• The ﬁve-layer model of collaboration for individuals, organizations, and society.

Steve Jobs did not create Apple! Of course, Steve Jobs
started Apple — together with Steve Wozniak! But he did
not create it. He could never have done it on his own.
Steve Jobs created the swarm that created Apple. From
the very ﬁrst day on, he was relying on untold legions
of engineers, scientists, technicians, accountants, and
janitors — not to speak of 4000 years of accumulated
wisdom, and scientiﬁc and technological expertise accumulated from Chinese, Indian, Mesoamerican, Greek,
Roman, German, English, French, and American philosophers, scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs.
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Swarm Leadership and the Collective Mind

One human on its own is as useful as a single ant in creating the next Tesla, Apple, Google, or Facebook. However,
just like the ants or the bees, a swarm of humans can do
amazing things. And just like a swarm of ants or bees, the
human swarm needs a queen bee, which is where Steve
Jobs, Larry Page, Mark Zuckerberg, or Elon Musk comes
in. The key, however, to their endeavor is communication!
Only by communicating their goals, and channeling the
accumulated energy and wisdom of their swarm can they
set out to create the next big thing changing the world.
The goal of this book is to describe how to communicate to bring together groups of people to innovate. Better
communication leads to better collaboration, which leads
to more innovation. The information stored in a single
neuron in the brain only becomes meaningful through the
massively parallel network of connecting axons and synapses. This is no different for thousands of human brains,
which can only work together to innovate by communicating with each other in the best possible way.
The future of business is swarm business — whether it’s
at Uber, Airbnb, Tesla, or Apple, it’s not about being a fearless leader, but about creating a swarm that works together
in collective consciousness to create great things that change
the world. This book helps you to become the leader of
your own swarm by building its collective consciousness. A
successful swarm channels the competitive energies of all
stakeholders toward collaboration, demonstrated by exemplary swarm leaders such as Steve Jobs or Elon Musk, and
exemplary swarm businesses such as Airbnb and Uber. The
art is to select, grow, and nurture the right swarm. The
overlooked secret of swarm businesses like Airbnb or Uber
is not the genius of Uber and Airbnb’s CEOs, but the pride
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all Airbnb landlords take in their apartments, and Uber
drivers in their cars, forming a cohesive swarm delivering a
superb experience to the customer.
This book takes you on a journey from homo competitivus to homo collaborensis. It explains how you as an individual, as a member of an organization, and as part of
society can become more collaborative, and why this is
good not just for society and the organization, but also for
you. In a parallel to quantum physics, this book introduces
social quantum physics, deﬁning four key principles of
social quantum physics: empathy leading to entanglement,
and reﬂection leading to reboot and refocus. Collaborative
organizations combine these four principles to build collective consciousness: deep empathy that builds an entangled
team, and self-reﬂection that leads to constant self-criticism
and refocus. Once the team is operational, its collaboration
can be tracked and boosted using the “six honest signals of
collaboration,” patterns of collaboration which will further
increase the performance of the swarm. The six honest signals are central leadership, rotating leadership, balanced
contribution, responsiveness, honest sentiment, and shared
context. In their way of working together, team members
apply the ﬁve ethical laws of collaboration: transparency,
fairness, honesty, forgiveness, and listening. By operating
according to these laws of collaborative ethics, such groups
work together as collaborative teams, entangled in collective consciousness. Their journey starts with recruiting and
building an intrinsically motivated group of early enthusiasts, the Collaborative Innovation Network (COIN). The
fundamental concepts are illustrated with a wealth of examples from leading organizations based on decades of
research by our team at MIT, ranging from Uber and

